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Abstract:  A Partial Analysis of Go

A game called Computer Go is defined.  Computer Go differs from

the game of Japanese Go only in that certain imprecisely defined

conventions have been replaced by precise rules.  Some general theo-

rems on Computer Go are given, as well as a scheme for analyzing *he.

game with the aid of a computer.  Several'reduced versions of Computer

Go were analyzed and the resultant strategies are briefly described.
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1.  Introduction                                            ., -    -
/ 1

The board game called Go originated in China.  There is some doubt

as to the exact date of its beginning, but the game was well known in

the tenth century B.C. Go was introduced into Japan in approximately

754 A.D.  In Japan the game has become so popular and well known that

championship play is followed by the general public.  For the most part,

Go has been introduced into the United States by persons fram Japan.  Al-

though Go does not enjoy the popularity of Chess in the United States, it

is fast becoming a popular intellectual game.  For a complete discussion

of the history  of  Go, one should examine  [1,  3,  7].

There are several. ;,books [2-4,7-9] that are principally devoted to

the analysis of various board situations in Go.  One book [6] is devoted
- .1

/4 0 the analysis of various board situations for a reduced version.of the

game.  At least one computer program [5] has been written which simulates

a reduced version  of  the   game and learns "good" strategies.

In this discussion  we have attempted a complete analysis  for  re- -

duced versions of a game which we call Computer Go.  At the outset we

, realized that the large number of possible moves would restrict us to

very small boards.  However, it was our hope that such an attempt would

yield some general results about the game.  After describing the game

and its rules, we present here some general results, and best strategies

for various reduced versions of the game.                                         _-

Computer Go differs from Go as it is played only in that certain

"colloquialisms" ( imprecisely defined conventions)   have been replaced
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by precise rules.  As far as we know, these alterations make no essen-

tial difference in the game, and results for Computer Go will agree

with ordinary Go whenever the latter is unambiguous.

We were initially motivated by the thought that if we could find

the value of N X N G o for small values of N (perhaps N=2,..., 7), .

that insight into the value of Go for larger N might be obtained.  For

example, suppose we learned Go were a win for Black when N = 3, 4, 5
and were a draw for N = 6, 7, 8, 9.  This would suggest strongly that

Go was a draw for all N   6.  (It of course might be true that the re-

sults for even N and those for odd N should be considered separately.)

.

*

2.  Description of Go
----

We now give a brief description of the game of Go.  For detailed   -
'0.

descriptions of the game, we suggest [3, 7].                                      --

Go is played on a board that is marked with ninete-en-equidistant-   - -

line segments of equal length parallel with each edge.  These lines   -

produce three hundred and sixty one points of intersection.  One

player, called Black, has one hundred and eighty one black stones. \ 1
'. !

The other player, called White, has one hundred and eighty white stones.

A move consists of the placing of a stone on one of the vacant

points of intersection.  The first turn always goes to Black.  A group

of stones are captured and removed fram the board when they are com-

pletely surrounded, both inside and out, by the opponent's stones.

Figure 1 has several examples of groups of black stones that have been

captured and ready for removal.  A stone cannot be placed on a vacant

2
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Figure 1.  Groups of Captured Black Stones

19 C 0 0 0 0
1 8 0                0                 0
17                                    0 3 0
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point of intersection if by so doing the capture of the stone is caused.

We were tempted to rephrase  this as "Suicide is (morally) forbidden".

A stone cannot be placed on a vacant point of intersection if·such a

move would cause the board to be identical to its configuration after

the player's previous move.

A player is not required to move.  He may choose to pass on his

turn.  However, the game is terminated after two consecutive passes.

At the end of the game, a player's final score is obtained. by

adding the number of captured stones in his possession and the number

of vacant points that are surrounded by his stones.  The player with

the highest score wins.,
"

The rules above are clear enough, although they are not stated in

, ,/precise mathematical terms. There  are two situations where the rules
.

are not precise.  A situation can arise where both players can agree

that one or the other has the advantage, and they stop making moves

relative to this situation.  The other case that may arise is one where

the players are repeating a long sequence of moves without realizing it.

In a case like this, the game may last so long that the players came to

an agreement as to the outcome.

In formulating rules for the game of Go we have eliminated the
(,

situations above.  For this reason, the game which we analyze will be            /

called Computer Go.  We now give the rules for this game.

Computer Go is a game between two players whom we will refer to as

Black and White.  Black plays on the odd turns and White plays on the

4
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even turns.  We generalize the game to N X M rectangular boards, where

N and M are arbitrary positive integers.  For n = 1, 2, ..., N and

m=1,2, .... M consider the pairs (n,m) corresponding to the N X M

matrix of points of intersection.  For each turn t and each pair (n, m)

t
there is an assigned value a .   When play is ready to begin on turn .

n, m

t these values are assigned by the computer as follows:

1                          t            t-1a    =0 and a =a for t>1.
n,m n, m n, m

A Black [White]  move to  (n, m)  on turn t means  set at     = 1 [21.
n, m

We note there that it is nbt always possible to move to any pair (n,m).

The restrictions will be discussed later.

A Black [White] pads on turn t means Black [White] does not move

on-turn  t.
1

.

The pair (n, m) is adjacent to the pair (i, j), denoted (n,m) A (i, j),

if one of the following holds:

(1 )  n  =  i  +  1   and m  =  j.

(2) n=i-1 and m=j.

(3) n=i and m=j+1.

(4) n=i and m= j  -1.

The pair (n,m) is equivalent to the pair (i, j), denoted (n, m»(i, j),

if there exists a positive integer  p and pairs (rap sw),-w = -1,   2'.....,  11-,
t t/

such that (n, m) A (rl'61) A (r2's2) A ... A(rp, sp) and a =a
n, m            x'1, 81    -

t tt
a      = ... = a =  a.   . .    Note  that -  is an equivalence relation  in
r2,52

r ,s 1, J                                                                        ,\PP
the mathematical sense, and that there are three types of equivalence

5



classes so defined.  They are (1) Black connected groups, (2) White

connected groups, and (3) connected groups of vacancies.

After a move or a pass has been made on Black [White] turn t, the

pair (n, m) is said to be captured by Black [White] on turn t if all the

following hold:

(1) at   = 2[1].
n, m

(2) there exists a pair (i, j) such that a: . 0 2[1].
1, J

(3) If (n,m) - (k, 1) and (k, 1) A (p, q) then at   0 0.
P, q

If (n,m) is captured, we set at   = 0.
n, m

A move to the pair (n, m) by Black [White] is illegal in each of

the following situationa:

<c                   (1)   at        0  0.n, m

(2)' (n, m) can be captured by White [Black] after a

pass on turn t + 1.

(3) A move to (n,m) would result in at   = at-2 for          -
n,m n, m

n = 1, 2, ..., N and m = 1, 2, ..., M.

For each turn t there is a number Cr' called the capture count,

that is assigned as follows:.

(1 )  If t  is  odd,  then Ct  =  Ct-1  + Q where Q is
the number of pairs captured by Black on turn t .:

for t>1 and C  =0.
1

(2)   If  t   is   even,    then  C    =   Ct-1    -   Q  where   Q   is   the

number of pairs captured by White on turn t.

6



The pair (n, m) is said to belong to Black [White] if all the

following hold:

(1) at   = 0.
n, m

(2) There exists   a   pair    (i,j)    such   that   at    .    =   1[2] .
1, J

t(3)  If  (n,m)  -  (k, 1)  and  (k, 1)  A  (p, q)  then a        0
P, q

2 [1 ].

The game is terminated if two consecutive passes occur, where a

pass may be by choice or because no move is available.  If t was the

last turn of play, then the game total S is given by S = Ct + (number

of pairs belonging to Black) - (number of pairs belonging to White):

If   S  >  0, then Black wins.      If   S<   0, then White   wins.      If   S  =  0,,then

the- kame is a draw.
1

The gage is also terminated after turn t if there exists s such

S
that s < t, where t and s are both odd or · both even, and at   = a

n,m n, m'

at-1 = as-1 for n = 1, 2, ..., N and m = 1, 2, ..., M.  The condition
n, m n, m
ts

is not sufficient because a move to a pair of one configura-
an, m  =   an, m

tion may be illegal, but at the same time be legal in the other confi-
--

guration. If  C     >  .C   . then Black wins. If C <C  then White wins. If ,
t s' t    s

Ct = Cs, then the game is a draw.  Note that this rule guarantees that \

\

the game tree for Computer Go is finite, because it prevents the game \      1

(
from going through endless cycles, in which the players run again and

again through the same configuration, by assigning a reasonable value

to this configuration.

7



3.  General Results

After writing an initial computer program to analyze Computer Go,

we found that the number of possible moves was an even greater res-

triction than we had imagined.  For example, one might think that the

games of Tic Tac Toe and 3 X 3 Computer Go are of comparable complexity.

This is not the case, for a Go player is allowed to pass on any given

turn, adding an additional subbranch to each branch of the game tree.

Also, stones are captured in Go, creating vacant board positions which

in turn· increase the number of possible moves.

As a consequence most of our general results (all general results

are for N X M rectangulor Go unless otherwise stipulated) were motivated
"

by an attempt to eliminate possible moves and increase the efficiency of

/the Computer program.  However, one theorem was motivated by the results
.

of the initial program, so we state and prove it first.

Theorem 1 : Black never has a forced loss in Computer Go.

Proof: Assume that Black does have a forced loss, and White moves-so

as to force a Black loss.  Then if Black passes on his first move, White

will not pass, for this would make the game a draw.  Hence White moves.

But this means that Black could win by making the same first move, a

contradiction which completes the proof. .... Ill--

1

Several players   to  whom  we' ve talked  have the erroneous  :impression

that if Black begins by moving to the center (assume N X N G o and that

N is odd) and then continues to move opposite to White, then Black has .1 F

at least a draw.  This is false for odd N   5, as shown by the idea

indicated in Figure 2.

8
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Figure 2.  White Moves to the Lower Left Vertex and then has a Winning
Position
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A first step in eliminating possible moves was to consider a modi-

fied form of ComputeF Go which we now define.  By T-truncated Go we

mean Computer Go restricted to exactly T turns.  If neither player has

won when T turns have been completed, then the game is a draw.  A

corollary of the next theorem gives the basic relationship between Com,
1

puter Go and T-truncated Go.

Theorem 2:  In the finite game tree for Computer Go, suppose that draws

are inserted at random at various points of the tree.  Then the value

of each remaining branch and the game is either unaltered or becomes a

draw.

Proof: Assign the values  +1,  0,  and  -1   to wins, draws and losses,
*

respectively, for Black.  To assign values to branches of the tree, we

.,maximize values of Black turns and minimize values of White turns.   .We

compute upwards from the bottom of the tree.  This is possible since

the   game  tree is finite.      By a "Black Branch"   we  mean one which arises

from a Black turn.  Suppose a branch is given, and same of the sub- - - i..-
-A

branches of this branch are reassigned the value 0.  Assume the given

branch is Black, so we want to minimize the values of the subbranches.

If the original value of the branch is +1, then the new value V of the

branch satisfies 0 < V<1.   If the original value of the branch is 0,

then V=0.  If the original value of the branch is -1, then -1 <V<0.--

Hence the new value V of the branch is either 0 or equal to the origi-

nal value of the branch.  This completes the proof.

Corollary 3:  If Black wins in T-truncated Go, then Black wins in Com-

puter Go.

10
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We see from the corollary above that if we can find a winning

strategy for Black in T-truncated Go, a much simpler game, then we..
- .--   ill-

have found a winning strategy for Black in Computer Go.

A corollary of the next theorem gives a way of eliminating many
f      \

White moves. ..     , il
\

Theorem 4:  Suppose we are given a finite game tree.  Let branches of

the tree be removed at random and let new values be assigned at random

to the tips of this pruned tree.  Then the following holds:

(1 )  Suppose the new values {wi} are always greater than or equal

to the original values {vi} and that min {w } = Y, then if the
value V of the original game satisfies V 2 Y, the value of the

new game is also V.  If the value of the original game.satis-
--  -'..

fies V < Y, then the value W of the new game satisfies   ,
P            „ .

Y>W>V.
- -

(2)  Suppose the new values {wi} are always less than or equal to

the original values {vi} and that min {w.} m Y.  Then if the-1

value V of the original game satisfies V S Y, the value of the

new game is also V. If the value of the original game satis-

fies V>Y, then the value W o f the new game satisfies Y<V<W.

Proof of (1):  Suppose a given branch of the original tree has value v,

and some of the subbranches of the given branch have had new values

assigned.  Let the original values be s. and the new·values be t..  Let3                                  0
.,

w b e the new value  of the given branch.   Let y= max{t ].    Then y E w , v.
If v z y then y=w=v.  Since the branch was arbitrary, the result holds

for the game, completing the proof.
I:

11



The proof of (2) is omitted due to its similarity to the proof

of (1).

The next corollary follows at once·from theorems 1 and 4.

Corollary 5:  In the game tree for Computer Go or T-truncated Go, if

a branch is a win or draw for Black, then if all subbranches that Bre

losses for Black are either completely removed or changed to draws,

then the value of the branch remains unchanged.

So far the results that have been given are related to the game

tree for Computer Go.  The next two theorems are related to the actual

status of the game.  There are many special situations in the game

where the players can recognize the outcome of the game.  Two general1. (,

1.

conditions for this are now given.
-.

/'<Theorem 6:  Suppose White has just played on turn t.  Let B be the"

number of pairs (i, j) such that a. . =1 and let W b e the number of
1, J

pairs   (i,j)   such  that   a.     .   =   2.      If  NM-W+B  <   Ct then Black  wins  by                                 
1, J 1

1

74 1  passing on the remaining Black turns.                                             1

Proof:  Suppose Black passes on turn t+1 and then White passes on

turn t+2.  Then the game is over and the number of pairs belonging to

White is at most NM-W-B.  But by hypothesis we have Ct+W > NM+B so

Ct-(NM-W-B) = Ct W-(NM-B) > (NM+B)-(NM-B)   =   28  2  0. Thus Black, wins.

Suppose Black passes but White continues to move.  White would                

have a maximum number of pairs by moving once, capturing all of the

pairs occupied by Black, and then passing on subsequent moves.  If

this is the case, the number of pairs belonging to White is at most

12



NM-W-1,  and C = Ct+B.  But by hypothesis Ct- (NM-W+B) > 0, sot+2

C   -NM+W > 0 so C -NM+W+1 > 0.  Hence C - (NM-W-1  )  >  0, so Black
t+2 t+2 t+2

wins.  This completes the proof.

Theorem 7:  Suppose Black has just played on turn r.  Let B be the

number of pairs   (i,j)   such  that  a.    .   =  1   and  let  W  be the number  Qf  .
1, J

pairs (i, j) such that a. . = 2.  If -NM-W+B.> C  then White wins by1, J t   '

passing on the remaining White turns.

Proof:  Suppose White passes on turn t+1 and then Black passes on turn

t+2.  Then the game is over and the number of pairs belonging to Black

is  at  most  NM-B-W. But Ct NM-B-W
< -NM-W+Bl-NM-B-W  =  -2W S  O ·iso

White

wins.
:"

Suppose White passes but Black continues to move.  Black would
'

,./ have a maximum number of pairs by moving once, capturing all: of the

pairs occupied by White, and then passing on subsequent moves.  If this

is  the  case, the number of pairs belonging to Black  is  at most  NM-B-1,
  and C =   C   +W.       But   C         + (NM-B-1  ) =

Ct+NM+W-B-1   <   -NM-W+B+NM+W-B-1.-6t+2 t t+2

-1 < 0.  Hence White wins, completing the proof.

5.  Strategies

We have found best Black strategies  for 1 X1 through 1 X8, 2X2 through

2x4 and 3X3 Computer Go.   For the 1 x n games, where 1  <n< 8 w e found
-  -

that the following are best Black results.                                       _-

1 X4n: Win
lx(#n-1):  Win
1 X(4·n-2):       Draw
lx(4n-3):  Draw

13
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For 3 < n < 8, (1,2) is a best first move for Black.

The best Black strategy for 2X2 Computer Go is a draw.  The best

Black strategy for 2X3 Computer Go is also a draw. In this·game the

best first play for Black is a pass.  The best Black strategy for 2x4

Computer Go is a win.  In this game Black should try to occupy opposite
1 -

corners of the center square.  If White does not allow this, Black-should

fill bne vertical side of the center square.  If White fills the other

side of the center square, a Black move to the upper right hand corner

(1,4) will lead to a win for Black. If White does not fill the other

side of the center square, a Black move to one of the other corners of

the center square will lead to a win.
:'P

The best Black strategy in 3X3 Computer Go is a win for Black.  One

/
/ can show, by writing out cases, that Black wins if he occupies the entire

middle row or middle column, and White occupies at most two positions.

If we combine this principle and the fact that a connected group with one

eye automatically has two eyes in 3XJ Go, we find that a simple winning

| strategy can be described as follows.  Black begins with a move to the·

| center.  After this move, Black has four ways in which to connect.

Whitd can only block two of these in his first two moves so, after Black's

third move, he will have always connected up and gained a winning position.

We have determined the complete set of moves for each of the

strategies above, but they are too lengthy to be presented here.

We plan to try and find best strategies for larger versions of Com-

puter Go in the future.  Even 3X3 Go was too large for the computer when

14



the "brute force" approach of completely evaluating the game tree was

applied.  After the general results of section 3 were introduced, the

computer became an aid in the solution of the problem.  We expect to

be able to solve the 3X4 case but we believe that additional general

results and a corresponding reduction of the problem will be needed in

order to solve the 4X4 case on present day computing machines.

f
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